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Embedded-atom-method tantalum potential developed by the force-matching method
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An embedded-atom-method potential for tantalum~Ta! has been carefully constructed by fitting to a com-
bination of experimental and density-functional theory~DFT! data. The fitted data include the elastic constants,
lattice constant, cohesive energy, unrelaxed vacancy formation energy, and hundreds of force data calculated by
DFT for a variety of structures such as liquids, surfaces, clusters, interstitials, vacancies, and stacking faults.
We also fit to the cohesive energy vs volume data from the equation of state for the body-centered-cubic~bcc!
Ta and to the calculated cohesive energy using DFT for the face-centered-cubic~fcc! Ta structure. We assess
the accuracy of the new potential by comparing several calculated Ta properties with those obtained from other
potentials previously reported in the literature. In many cases, the new potential yields superior accuracy at a
comparable or lower computational cost.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Tantalum~Ta! is used in a wide variety of application
ranging from microelectronics to nuclear power. It can fo
a stable oxide and is a promising diffusion barrier for cop
~Cu! metallization in very large scale integrate
applications1–4 because Cu and Ta have very limited mutu
solubility. Analysis of Cu-Ta castings prepared by adding
to molten Cu indicated a Ta-in-Cu solubility of 0.025 wt
~0.0088 at. %! at 1200 °C. Wong5,6 et al. found that Cu films
grow heteroepitaxially on tetragonal Ta films with the cry
tallographic orientation of Cu(111)@220# //Ta(002)@330# . The het-
eroepitaxial growth of Cu enhances the formation of la
grains with a strong~111! texture, which is expected to im
prove the reliability of Cu interconnects. Sputtered Cu se
layers on Ta typically have a stronger~111! texture than on
TiN.5,6 With the advent of nanotechnology, atomic sca
simulations of materials’ behavior are becoming increasin
important. A reliable empirical Ta potential is important bo
for understanding the behavior of Ta in its pure form and
constructing reliable alloy potentials for application to sy
tems such as Cu-Ta.

Empirical potentials for Ta have been proposed by sev
groups, including Finnis-Sinclair,7 a Johnson-Oh embedded
atom-method~EAM!,8 a Guellil-Adams EAM,9 a MEAM
potential by Leeet al.,10 a EAM potential based on quantum
mechanical calculations~named qEAM! by Wanget al.,11 a
bond-order potential by Mrovecet al.,12 and a model gener
alized pseudopotential theory~MGPT! potential by Moriarty
et al.13 An analytical EAM potential for Ta was constructe
by Johnson and Oh,8 which was slightly modified by Guellil
and Adams and tested against properties such as the ph
spectrum9 ~the Guellil-Adams potential is basically the sam
as the Johnson-Oh potential except that some of the fu
tions were slightly changed to improve their fit to the v
cancy properties!. However our recent test of the Guelli
Adams potentials revealed that the calculated bulk modu
underestimated experiment by 27%. The Finnis-Sinc
potential7 has the same form as the EAM but is derived fro
0163-1829/2003/67~12!/125101~8!/$20.00 67 1251
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a different physical basis. The original Finnis-Sinclair pote
tial was improved later due to its unphysical behavior
small interatomic separation.14,15 The qEAM is an EAM po-
tential fit only to data from quantum-mechanic
calculations.16 The MEAM potential10 adds an angular term
to the original EAM functional form. The bond-orde
potential12 also includes an angular term, which results
about two orders-of-magnitude more computational co
The MGPT ~Ref. 13! Ta potential includes angular an
multi-ion potential terms that reflect the partially filledd
bands, thus it is computationally more expensive.

In this paper, we focus on developing an EAM Ta pote
tial which can be applied to calculating equilibrium as w
as nonequilibrium properties for Ta. We make use of
force-matching method, which has previously been used
develop potentials for Al,17 Mg,18 Al-Mg,19 Al-Cu,20 and
Al-Pb.21 However, to ensure the reliability of our potentia
we have introduced an improved fitting scheme, which w
be discussed later. The remainder of this paper is organ
as follows: in Sec. II, we introduce our methodology; in Se
III, we assess the accuracy of our potential and make c
parisons to other published potentials.

II. METHODOLOGY

The EAM was originally developed by Daw and Baskes22

and has been widely used to calculate properties of var
metallic materials. The functional form of the EAM poten
tials is given by

Etot5
1

2 (
iÞ j

V~r i j !1(
i

F~r i !, ~1!

r i5(
j

f~r i j !. ~2!

HereEtot is the total energy,V(r i j ) is the pair potential, and
F(r) is the embedding function.f(r i j ) is the electron-
density contribution from atomj to atomi. The total electron
©2003 The American Physical Society01-1
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densityr i at an atom positioni is computed via a linear
superposition of electron-density contributions from neig
boring atoms.

Empirical potentials such as the EAM usually describe
atomic interactions by several analytical functions. Arbitra
assumptions as to the form of the functions are often m
within the given analytical framework so as to reduce
number of parameters to a manageable level. These pa
eters are usually determined by fitting to a set of experim
tal data at 0 K, with most of the data being for perfect cry
tals such as lattice constant, cohesive energy, and el
constants.

With the progress in computational methods based
density-functional theory~DFT!,23,24 it is possible to obtain
atomic forces of high quality for a very large number
atomic configurations, including different geometries such
defects, clusters, molecules, and liquids. However, th
methods are computationally much more expensive, and
therefore limited to small systems~hundreds of atoms! for
short times~pico seconds!.

When constructing an empirical potential, it is benefic
to include first-principles force data in addition to expe
mental data because it provides for a more accurate
transferable potential. To these ends, the force-match
method was developed by Ercolessi and Adams17 to obtain
realistic empirical potentials by making use of very lar
amounts of information obtained by first-principles calcu
tions. The numerical engine is based on trying to reprod
the first-principles forces and the experimental data w
those calculated by the potential. The optimization is p
formed by carrying out a multidimensional minimization in
relatively large parameter space~of the order of 60 param
eters!. By explicitly including different atomic geometrie
and different temperatures, one can construct a potential
fits DFT forces at different geometries and temperatures,
improving the transferability of empirical potentials. Indee
potentials constructed with the force-matching method h
been used extensively and with much success in predic
materials properties.25–34 A similar approach was also
adopted by Mishinet al.35 for Al, Ni, and Ni-Al alloys.

In this work, we use the force-matching method to d
velop an EAM potential for Ta. The fitted experimental da
and other material parameters from DFT calculations incl
lattice constant, cohesive energy, unrelaxed vacancy for
tion energy, bulk modulus, and elastic constantsC11, C12,
andC44.

For the force database, initial atomic structures were c
ated and short molecular-dynamics~MD! simulations were
performed to equilibrate each structure for different tempe
tures. In these MD simulations, we used the Guellil-Adam9

analytical Ta potential. After equilibration, we extracted
small part of the original cell and adjusted the bound
12510
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conditions to ensure that no atoms are within 2.39 Å~except
for the structure that contains an interstitial!. This is a simple,
approximate method to obtain a reasonable set of structu
The structures are not true equilibrium structures, but
quite adequate for providing a wide range of forces. T
structures are listed in Table I.

Our first-principles force database was calculated with
Vienna ab initio simulation package~VASP!,36 a DFT code
based on projector augmented-wave pseudopotentials37,38

and a plane-wave basis set. We chose the generali
gradient approximation exchange-correlation functional
Perdewet al.39 since it more accurately reproduces ma
experimental bulk properties~bulk modulus and equilibrium
lattice constant! in comparison to the local-density approx
mation~LDA !.24 To ensure a high degree of precision, the
5p and 6s semicore states were treated explicitly as the
lence in the pseudopotential. Convergence testing on a
structure revealed that a plane-wave cutoff energy of 280
was sufficient to converge the total energy to within 1 me
atom. Since the convergence of atomic forces is gener
slower than that for energies, we used dense samplingsk
space to obtain precise forces: up to 256 Monkhorst-Pack40 k
points were necessary to converge forces to within about;5
meV/Å.

In addition, we also include energy data from the Ro
et al. equation of state41 of bcc Ta for various contraction
and expansions of the unit cell as shown in Table II. The
values would be very similar~within 0.85 eV! to our DFT
data if they were slightly rescaled to the experimental b
modulus, cohesive energy, and lattice constant.

In the fitting process, an objective functionZ(^a&) is
constructed and minimized. This function has three parts
follows,

TABLE I. Structures for force calculation.

Structure
Number Structure name

Number of
atomsa

1 BCC Ta,;2500 K 16
2 BCC Ta,;500 K 16
3 b-Ta, ;1000 K 30
4 b-Ta, ;2000 K 30
5 b-Ta surface at 500 K with adatoms 31
6 b-Ta surface at 500 K with more adatoms 32
7 BCC Ta, stacking fault 32
8 BCC Ta,;1500 K, one vacancy 15
9 Ta cluster,;500 K 10
10 Liquid Ta,;4500 K 19
11 BCC Ta one interstitial, 1500 K 17

aThis refers to the number of atoms in each structure used for D
force calculations.
TABLE II. Energy from Roseet al. ~Ref. 40! equation of state for the potential fit.

a/a0 0.90 0.94 0.97 1.05 1.11 1.20 1.30

Roseet al.
energy~eV!

26.636 27.643 27.990 27.885 27.291 26.139 24.869
1-2
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Z~^a&!5Zforces~^a&!1Zexperi~^a&!1Zw~^a&!, ~3!

with

Zforces~^a&!5S 3(
k51

M

NkD 21

(
k51

M

(
i 51

Nk

@Fki~^a&!2Fki
0 #2,

~4!

Zexperi~^a&!5(
l 51

P

Wl@Al~^a&!2Al
0#2, ~5!

Zw~^a&!5 (
k51

f

(
j 52

Mk

Wk juDJk ju. ~6!

This first partZforces(^a&) is from the difference betwee
DFT forces and predicted forces by the fitted potential;
second partZexperi(^a&) is from the difference between ma
terial parameters and those predicted by the fitted poten
Fki(^a&) is the predicted force by the potential for thei th
atom in thekth structure;Fki

0 is the corresponding DFT forc
for the i th atom in thekth structure.Nk is the number of
atoms in thekth structure.M is the total number of structure
used for the fitting.Al(^a&) is the l th material paramete
predicted by the fitted potential;Al

0 is the corresponding ma
terial parameter.Wl is an assigned weight to thel th param-
eter used in the fitting.P is the total number of materia
parameters we fitted to. One can find more information
these two parts of the objective function from Ref. 1
Zw(^a&) is a term whose purpose is to minimize arbitra
fluctuations in the potential function.DJj 8 j is defined as fol-
lows,

DJj 8 j 5Jj2Jj 8 , ~7!

whereJj andJj 8 are function values at pointj and its adja-
cent point j 8, respectively, where arbitrary fluctuation a
pears.Wk j is the fitting weight for the arbitrary variations
The f in the Zw(^a&) term is the number of functions w
have in the potential. In this workf 53 since we have three
functions, namely, electron density, pair potential, and e
bedding function.Mk is the number of points in functionk.
In our fitting, the downhill simplex method was used becau
it is efficient and robust.

In the EAM, potential functions for pure elements a
invariant under the transformations~i! f(R)→Af(R),
F(r)→F(r/A) and ~ii ! V(r )→V(r )12Br(r ), F(r)
→F(r)2Br. The two constantsA and B are arbitrary and
must be fixed by the external conditions. We chooserbulk
51 andF8(rbulk)50 to fix A andB. The rbulk is the back-
ground electron density around an atom in a perfect crysta
equilibrium.

Each function is expressed with cubic splines. We belie
that it is more flexible to express each potential function
cubic splines than to express it in only one analytic fo
within the simple EAM model. In other words, cubic splin
with their piecewise parts, each of which having its ow
coefficients, could describe materials properties better th
single analytical function. In our fitting with cubic spline
natural boundary conditions were imposed and the first
derivatives at the common point of two neighboring cub
12510
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splines were continuous. For each function, we chose 23
rameters, with a cutoff value of 3.987 Å for both electro
density and pair potential. This distance is halfway betwe
the second- and third-nearest-neighbor distances and is
sonable for bcc metals, for which the second-nearest ne
bors must be considered due to their nonclosely pac
structure.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The final fitting result for each functionf(r ), F(r), and
V(r ) is shown in Figs. 1–3, respectively.F8(rbulk)50 at
rbulk51 can be seen from Fig. 2 since we applied the inva
ance properties. Ta properties calculated with the new po
tial are compared with experimental and DFT data in Ta
III, where it can be seen that very good agreement is
tained, especially for the bulk modulus with a reduction
error from 27% to about 8%, compared to the analytical
potential.9 The lattice constant and cohesive energy are
actly the same as the experimental data.

FIG. 1. Electron densityf(r ) as a function of distancer from
the center of an atom.

FIG. 2. Embedding functionF(r) as a function of the local
electron densityr.
1-3
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The error in fitting to DFT forces is on average 32%
shown in Table IV, which is about a 12% improvement up
the Guellil-Adams model.9 For comparison, Table IV also
gives the forces predicted by several other generated Ta
tentials based on parameters taken from the literature.
improved Finnis-Sinclair potential14 also yielded very good
forces although it predicts incorrect interplanar distances
the ~100! surface~see below!. The qEAM potential11 gives
an overall error in the forces of 133%, and it only reproduc
the forces for the cluster better than the Guellil-Ada
potential,9 being worse for the other structures. The MEA
potential also shows large errors~176%! in predicting forces,
especially for the liquid-Ta structure; it also fails to repr
duce forces for the other high-temperature and defect st
tures. The relatively large error in forces obtained for t
qEAM and MEAM potentials suggests that these potent
may need to include more data in their input database th
commensurate with their relatively large number of functi
parameters. However, although the present potential do
good job of reproducing DFT forces relative to the oth
potentials, the absolute value of error in fitting~32%! is still
large in comparison to potentials generated for Al~;18%!,17

Mg ~;18%!,18 Al-Mg ~;22%!,19 Al-Cu ~;21%!,20 and

FIG. 3. Pair potentialV(r ) as a function of the distancer be-
tween a pair of atoms.
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Al-Pb ~;20%!.21 This is presumably because the simp
EAM does not contain an angular term, so it is limited in
ability to describe bonding between partially filledd orbitals.
As pointed out by other investigators, the partially filledd
orbitals make the outer shell of the electron density dev
from spherical symmetry, and the host electron density de
ates from the superposition of atomic electron density for
metals.42,43 It can also be seen from Table IV that the fit
forces for bulk structures is better than that for other str
tures such as clusters, surfaces, and liquids. This is fur
confirmed by our fitting the potential only to forces for bu
crystal structures at temperature below 2500 K where
find the force errors to be much smaller~about 20%!, while
maintaining good agreement with the other bulk properti
Therefore, it appears that the simple EAM model is reas
ably correct for describing bulk properties of bcc metals
moderate temperatures. Although including an angular te
could improve transferability, it would greatly increase com
putational cost. Here we have shown that by performin
careful fit, a Ta potential with reasonably good transferabi
is possible, even within the simple EAM formalism.

We performed some preliminary tests on the fitted pot
tial. We first examined the relative stability of the bcc, fc
andb-Ta phases by calculating their respective cohesive
ergies ~see Table V!. We find that the bcc phase is mo
stable, having the greatest cohesive energy~absolute value!,
the fcc phase is least stable, and theb phase falls in between
This is consistent with experiment since the bcc structur
found to be the stable structure at room temperature;b-Ta
hasP42 /mnmsymmetry and appears as a metastable st
ture in epitaxial growth of Ta films for Cu metallization5

These calculations are also in agreement with our DFT
culations in terms of the relative stability of these structur

For our next test, we calculated the relaxed vacancy
gration energy and formation energies~Table VI!. The mi-
gration energy~1.24 eV! was calculated with a conjugat
gradient energy minimization since an atom was moved fr
one site into the neighboring vacancy site using a sim
drag method. The relaxed vacancy formation energy~2.76
eV! is in good agreement with experimental data (2
60.6 eV).44 Likewise the sum of vacancy formation energ
and migration energies~4.00 eV! is in good agreement with
TABLE III. Fitted results for experimental and calculated data by DFT. The data for error~%! by the Guellil-Adams potential are
calculated from Ref. 9.

Parameters

Data calculated
by this

potential

Experimental data
and calculated data

by DFT Error ~%!

Error ~%! by
Guellil-Adams

potential

Lattice constant~Å! 3.3026 3.3026
Cohesive energy~eV! 28.089 28.089
Bulk modulus~Gpa! 179.2 194.2 8 27
C11-C12 ~Gpa! 103.9 108.2 4 3
C44 ~Gpa! 86.5 87.4 1 4
Unrelaxed vacancy
Formation energy~eV!

2.94 2.95 0.3 1

FCC cohesive energy~eV! 27.94 27.81 2 1
1-4
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TABLE IV. Fit of forces. Data for error of prediction by the Guellil-Adams potential are calculated from Ref. 9. Data for the imp
Finnis-Sinclair potential are calculated using Ref. 14. Data for the qEAM are calculated from Ref. 11. Data for the MEAM are ca
from Ref. 10.

Structure
number Structure name

Error of
fit

Error of
prediction by

Guellil-
Adams

potential

Improved
Finnis-
Sinclair
potential qEAM MEAM

1 BCC Ta,;
2500 K

24% 32% 34% 111% 100%

2 BCC Ta,
;500 K

26% 28% 27% 152% 82%

3 b-Ta, ;1000 K 24% 32% 28% 109% 113%
4 b-Ta, ;2000 K 23% 32% 33% 118% 124%
5 b-Ta, surface at

500 K with
adatoms

41% 57% 37% 160% 170%

6 b-Ta surface at
500 K with
more adatoms

37% 55% 38% 135% 216%

7 BCC Ta,
stacking fault

58% 41% 57% 173% 254%

8 BCC Ta,
;1500 K, one
vacancy

35% 52% 52% 174% 122%

9 10 Ta, atom
cluster,;500 K

42% 91% 59% 79% 114%

10 liquid Ta,
;4500 K

45% 61% 50% 150% 714%

11 BCC Ta, one
interstitial,
1500 K

26% 39% 35% 115% 111%

Average 32% 44% 39% 133% 176%

TABLE V. Difference in cohesive energies for different structures predicted by the potential with respect to that of BCC Ta.

Structure
Predicted cohesive energy

with respect to BCC Ta~eV!

Calculated cohesive
energy by DFT with respect to BCC

Ta ~eV!

BCC 0.000 0.000
FCC 0.137 0.277

b-Ta ~30 atoms/cell! 0.076 0.024

TABLE VI. Comparison of vacancy formation, migration, and self-diffusion data. Data for the improved Finnis-Sinclair potent
calculated from Ref. 14. Data for the Guellil-Adams potential are calculated from Ref. 9. Data for the qEAM are from the potential
Ref. 11. Data for the MEAM are from Ref. 10. DFT-LDA data are from Ref. 47. Data for experiment are from Refs. 44–46.

Vacancy
migration

energy~eV!
Vacancy formation

energy~eV! ~relaxed!
Vacancy diffusion

activation energy~eV!

This work 1.24 2.76 4.00
Improved Finnis-Sinclair 1.22 2.87 4.09
Guellil-Adams 1.15 2.76 3.91
qEAM 1.09 2.94 4.03
MEAM 0.76 2.95 3.71
DFT-LDA data 0.8 3.0 3.8
Experiment 2.860.6 3.860.3
125101-5
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LI, SIEGEL, ADAMS, AND LIU PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 125101 ~2003!
the experimental activation energy for diffusion of 3
60.3 eV.45,46 These data are also comparable to data ca
lated using the improved Finnis-Sinclair14 potential, Guellil-
Adams potential,9 and the qEAM potential.11 However, the
relaxed vacancy formation energies by these empirical
tentials are lower than DFT data47 whereas the vacancy m
gration energy is higher than DFT data.47 The reported data10

calculated using the MEAM potential agree well with th
DFT data.47 We also calculated the vacancy formation vo
ume with a supercell of 432 atoms, and found a contrac
of 34% of equilibrium atomic volume (V0), which gives a
vacancy formation volume of 66%V0 . This is in good
agreement with (60610)% V0 predicted by DFT.47

The calculated linear thermal expansion curve is show
Fig. 4. The calculation was done by molecular-dynam
simulations with the present potential, to determine the
tice constants that correspond to zero pressure at diffe
temperatures relative to 298 K. The calculated data are
reasonable agreement with the experimental data48 with dis-
crepancy between the calculation and experimental data

FIG. 4. Comparison of predicted data and experimental data
the linear thermal-expansion coefficient. The solid line represe
experimental data and the diamond points are the calculated
with our fitted potential.

TABLE VII. Comparisons of relaxed surface energies. Data
the Guellil-Adams potential, improved Finnis-Sinclair potenti
Baskes’ MEAM, and the qEAM are calculated from Refs. 9, 14,
and 11, respectively. Data for 0-K estimates are from Ref. 9. D
LDA data are from Ref. 50.

~100! surface~J/m2! ~110! surface~J/m2!

This work 2.03 1.77
Guellil-Adams 1.99 1.80
Improved Finnis-Sinclair 2.33 1.98
Baskes’ MEAM 3.04 2.78
QEAM 1.75 1.47
DFT-LDA data 2.82–2.97 2.58
0-K estimatesa 2.87 2.02

aEstimated based on Tyson’s ‘‘population density factor.’’
12510
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creasing with temperature up to a maximum error of;30%.
At very low temperatures, the potential has a small nega
thermal expansion, which is incorrect.

Moving next to surface properties, the relaxed surface
ergy was calculated to be 2.03 J/m2 for ~100! and 1.77 J/m2

for ~110!. The average experimental surface energy extra
lated to zero Kelvin is about 2.78–2.90 J/m2.10,49 Previous
DFT data50 for ~100! and ~110! surfaces are listed at 2.82
2.97 and 2.58 J/m2 in Table VII. As shown in Table VII, the
EAM surface energies are about 12%–29% lower than
estimates using Tyson’s population density factor9 based on
extrapolated experimental data, which is typical for EA
potentials. The MEAM potential gives a value that is high
than the estimate for the~100! surface.10 The qEAM gives
lower surface energy values for both~100! and ~110! sur-
faces. The DFT data50 agree well with Tyson’s estimate fo
~100! but are higher than Tyson’s estimate for~110!.

The reconstruction of the~100! surface of W was ob-
served by Altman, Estrup, and Robinson.51 Xu and Adams52

pointed out that the reconstruction of surfaces of W and
was presumably ascribed to the angular-dependent for
Our Ta potential does not produce a surface reconstruc
on the Ta ~100! surface. Table VIII shows the two nea
surface interplanar distances for~100! and ~110! planes,
which are in qualitative agreement with experiment data a
DFT calculations.50 The improved Finnis-Sinclair potential14

and the qEAM11 potential predict a contracted second inte
planar distance at the~100! surface. The Guellil-Adams
potential9 predicts an expanded first interplanar distance
the~100! surface. All three predictions contradict experime
tal observations and DFT calculations.9

Including angular terms into the Ta potentials in pract
greatly increases the computational cost. Xu and Adam52

added the third and fourth moments in their EAM potenti
for W, Mo, and V, which resulted in improved descriptions
surfaces properties but at the cost of a 100-fold increas
computational time.

Baskes modified the EAM by introducing an angular te
into the functional form53 to reflect the angular dependenc
present in the electron density of the same materials.

or
ts
ata

r

,
-

TABLE VIII. Distances between the surface layers for~100! and
~110! planes. Data for the Guellil-Adams EAM potential, the im
proved Finnis-Sinclair potential, and the qEAM are calculated fr
Refs. 9, 14, and 11, respectively. Data for experiment are from R
9. DFT-LDA data are from Ref. 50.

Data source

~100! relaxation, % ~110! relaxation, %

D12a D23b D12a D23b

This work 22.3 10.10 20.99 10.05
Guellil-Adams EAM 12.4 21.2 21.0 10.03

Improved Finnis-Sinclair
qEAM

23.5
21.1

21.0
20.5

22.8
20.08

10.2
10.007

DFT-LDA 212 14 22 3
Experiment 211 11

aDistance between the first and second layers.
bDistance between the second and third layers.
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surface energies by such a MEAM Ta potential is closer
experimental data than most EAM potentials. However,
test of the potential shows that the MEAM Ta potent
shows relatively large errors in forces with respect to D
forces. Zhanget al. introduced a different term, a modifie
energy term, into the total-energy expression of the MEA
and obtained good results for reproducing experimental d
for Ta vacancy formation energy and migration energy43

This MEAM potential is also in analytical form. It would b
useful to further test these potentials in more detail.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

A new EAM potential for Ta has been created by fitting
a variety of experimental data, equation of state data,
first-principles data including hundreds of DFT forces from
variety of structures including clusters, surfaces, interstiti
vacancies, liquids, and stacking faults as well as bulk cry
structures at different temperatures. The newly fitted pot
tial has a better overall fit to DFT forces than the previo
Guellil-Adams potential, but the improved Finnis-Sincla
potential is of comparable accuracy. In contrast, our tests
the qEAM and MEAM potentials show relatively poo
agreement with our DFT force database.

Further testing of the potential revealed good qualitat
agreement with that of DFT calculations in predicting t
correct stable structure for Ta as well as for the metasta
structureb-Ta. The potential also predicts reasonable
cancy formation and migration energies. The calculated t
R
m
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s.

.
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-
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,
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mal expansion is generally lower than the experimental va
with the largest error on the order of;30%. The average
surface energies for~100! and ~110! planes are about 12%–
30% lower than DFT data and Tyson’s estimates based
experiments. The calculated interplanar displacement for
~100! surface is also in qualitative agreement with both e
perimental observations and DFT data. We recommend
other researchers consider these Ta potentials or the rev
Finnis-Sinclair Ta potential over other current potentials d
to their good description of DFT forces and low compu
tional cost.
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